the subject to be sketched in outline pretty accurately. But while at each period the authors describe the customs of their day, they naturally do not, because they cannot, explain the factors that were helping or retarding the evolution of their practice. Yet in the broad principles that have shaped our present-day methods lies the chief interest of the subject. Our twentieth century methods, be it understood, are not of twentieth century make. They are covered with the finger-marks of old-time gossips and dented with the prejudices of half a dozen centuries. If history told us nothing more than this it would still teach us that. to-day we are watching a passing stage of a developing subject. It should, however, do more than this; by tracing the route we have already travelled it points the direction towards which we are moving.
Although describing their own experience, these medical writers are, of course, silent if we ask why other and obviously better methods were not used. Artificial feeding, for example, as a substitute for the breast is not even mentioned until the eighteenth century, and has filled its place only within the last fifty years. Why? For answer we must go to another source of information-to the social records of the common people. Clean food is the essential item in healthy infancy, and contamination comes from bad social and domestic surroundings; therefore, by studying the social conditions in each century we are likely to find an explanation not only of the changing customs of successive periods, but of the practical difficulties that for so long held back any improved methods.
Yet a third, though meagre, source of information is open to us. Now and again a collection of family letters that has survived to the present day throws a momentary gleam of light into an old-time nursery. All too rarely, however, do these occur. Fathers, and even mothers, when corresponding seldom mentioned their children except in formal terms. Beyond exacting from them an implicit obedience and an elaborate ritual of respect, they allowed themselves to show no great. interest in the little incidents of their children's daily lives.
The current of social progress flowed only sluggishly in the Middle Ages, and we are probably safe in assuming that the lines on which infants were reared had altered little, if at all, during the two or three centuries before Elizabeth. The Tudor nursery was essentially the same as the Plantagenet, and though until the sixteenth century we are not allowed even a momentary peep into this quarter of the house our loss is of no great consequence. In those days method was governed by tradition and each generation accepted the teaching handed on by the last.
Breast-feeding. Breast-feeding was practically the only means of nourishing a young child. Feeding-bottles had not been invented, and the artificial foods were limited to bread and pulse. Cow's milk is not even as yet mentioned in this connexion. Luckily for itself the Elizabethan infant was given no choice but the breast either of its mother or a wet-nurse. The particulars of breast-feeding that have come down to us are sufficiently instructive. In the fifteenth century, as Paulus Bagellardus tells us, a -mother customarily suckled her child for two or three years. This seems a long timne to us, but among many of the less highly civilized nations of to-day the same practice may still be found.' Indeed, as we -shall learn, the period of suckling has been steadily growing shorter from the Middle Ages until now, when it lasts only one-quarter the time mentioned by Bagellardus. This fact, which is quite clearly established by the succession of writers on children, is not one to be lost sight of.
Thomas Faier has many quaint remarks on infant feeding, but does not speak of any artificial means. He sums up the whole subject, which -to him lay between mother and wet-nurse, in a sentence which for simple truth and feeling could not be improved: " Wherefore it is agreeable to nature," he says, "so is it also necessary and comly for the own mother to nourse the owne childe." A sentiment as appropriate to-day as then, and as unacceptable then as to-day to the mothers who found that by indulging it they interfered sadly with their social amusements. Even in Faier's day numbers of women who could afford it were glad to shift their maternal duty to hired wet-nurses. Indeed, it is not easy to realize at the present time when wet-nurses are almost as rare as the once familiar chrisomes, without which no infant was baptized, how widely they were in demand in previous generations.
Foster-nwthers.
The foster-mother, of course, dates back beyond the records of history. Probably the professional wet-nurse made her appearance very I As, for example, the Greenlanders and the Japanese.
Section for the Study of Disease in Children 13 early. Certainly she had already gained her position by the sixteenth century, and maintained it successfully during the three hundred years until her final decline and fall. Until the nineteenth century, when the sucking-bottle, a kind of pocket wet-nurse, was her undoing, she had no serious rival. Her calling was securely propped up on one side by the dangers of hand-feeding (of these more anon), and on the other by the growing disinclination or, it may be, physical incapacity of an increasing number of women to suckle their children. When wet-nursing first became the fashion it was opposed on much the same grounds as handfeeding is to-day. Contemporary moralists began to shake their heads over this side of degeneracy. They solemnly reminded each other and the world generally how Tacitus, just before Rome fell into decay, lamented that grave matrons, who in former times used to suckle their own children, now gave them over to Grecian slave girls, and they prophesied an impending judgment on their own race.
Their vaticinations, however, fell on deaf ears, and the wet-nurses continued to flourish. Around their calling soon gathered a whole cluster of superstitions. If (so it was said) you hired a woman who was sluttish or evil-tempered your child would suck in her vices with her milk. Was she red-haired'? Then be sure her pap will engender a treacherous mind in him. A slight indiscretion in her diet-" salt and eygre meates" were enough -and the sharpness of her milk will make him break out in scabbiness or itch. Some of these beliefs are not quite dead even now, and they illustrate very well the conservatism that has always wrapped up every detail of nursery life. When we go back four hundred years we find not only similar beliefs all the while, but we catch glimpses now and again of the evidence on which they were reared. We find that some of these mysterious properties of human milk were based, scientifically enough, on the records of supposed observations on animals. To anyone who, like Faier, accepted these accounts, the conclusions to which they pointed were irresistible. " I intend," he says, " to write somewhat of ye nourse, and of the milke, with ye qualities and complexions of the same. And Phavorinus ye Phylosopher (as writeth Aulus Celius) affirmeth yt if the lambes be nourished with the inilke of goats they shall have course wolle, lyke the heare of goates: and if kiddes in like maer suck upo shepe, ye heare of them shalbe soft like wolle ... . We se lykewise in herbes and plantes . . . . if they be put into unkid earthe or watred with a noughtye and unholsome humur, either they come not up at all or else, they will degenerate." 113 at SAGE Publications on June 21, 2016 jrs.sagepub.com Downloaded from With this striking evidence from comparative physiology before him Faier could not be unimpressed by the lamentable results that might follow a careless choice in the matter of a wet-nurse-the very thought of a cow would be too direful.
"Ye muste be well advised," he concludes, " in taking of a nurce, not of ill complexion and of worse maners, but such as shal be sober, honeste and chaste, wel fourmed, amiable and chereful, so that she may accustoe the infante onto mirthe, no drunkard, vicious nor sluttish, for such corrupteth the nature of the child."
Sixteenth Century Baby-farmers.
Wet-nursing, therefore, was not without its perils. The nurse, however, knew more ways of harming a foster-child than by her milk. Many Elizabethan mothers, unwilling or unable to tend their children, would send them to nurses in the country. Generations before the Infant Life Protection Act had spread a shielding hand over helpless infancy, the baby-farmers were plying their evil trade. And, if the contemporary parish registers are any guide, they appear to have carried it on as efficiently in the sixteenth century as in the late nineteenth century. Thus, from the year 1586, the register of SS. Peter and Paul, Mitcham, contains repeated entries of the deaths of " nurse children." Under the date March 25, 1595, we read that " francis Tailor a Commo keeper of children was buried." In the register of another parish we find the entry, " 1558, May 18, buried Lucas, a Londoner's Child kept by Henry Wells." In the Petersham register we can read, "Eleezabeth Gardner a nurse Child of Goody Ta.nners was buried," and, a few weeks later, " Another Nurse Child of Goody Tanners was buried." 1 Be it noted that men as well as women made a living out of these nurse-children. The female baby-farmer is not wholly unnatural, but we shudder when we speculate on the motives that would lead a man to take in babies for a livelihood.
Artificial Feeding and the Sanitation of Tudor London.
Apart from any question of baby-farming, infant deaths were common enough of course from natural causes. A civilization that knew nothing or next to nothing of the special dangers of early life, was bound to suffer a heavy wastage of infants. This was the case in .' Parish Registers," T. F. Thiselton-Dyer, 1898. the sixteenth century, and yet artificial feeding, which is one of the most prolific causes of disease and death, was not practised. No doubt Favorinus, with his goat and sheep stories, frightened many others besides Thomas Faier. If a lamb grew a beard from sucking a goat, what fate would befall a child fed on the milk of a cow? This question, we may be sure, was duly debated, and as we have seen, the claims of cow's milk are not even considered.
It is difficult, however, to believe that if milk had really been a suitable food in those days, it would have been kept in disrepute by the warnings of an obscure philosopher. There must have been graver objections. These could hardly have been connected with the facilities for its supply, because even in London the fields reached up to the City walls, and no dwelling was more than ten minutes from pasture-land. Yet we need only picture the conditions to which artificial feeding would have been exposed, especially in townships, to understand why cow's milk held no place in an infant's diet.
London, for example, then stretched from Ludgate to the Tower and from London Wall to the Thames. This small area was covered with a meshwork of narrow lanes and streets, across which the projecting upper stories of the wooden houses nearly met. Roadways and paths were badly kept, while laystalls and stinking heaps of refuse encumbered every quarter. There were latrines, but no drains. At the back of every house stood a cesspool.' Amid these surroundings lived a population which, even before the sixteenth century, had become too numerous for the City, but was prevented from spreading beyond its walls by the ecclesiastical owners of the surrounding manors. To make matters worse, Elizabeth, who had no wish to see London any larger, prohibited any new buildings within the walls.2 Overcrowding was the result, and from a royal proclamation of 1580 we learn that in the poorer quarters there were " great numbers of people inhabiting in smnall rooms . . . heaped up together and in a sort smothered." 3 Within doors the sanitary condition was no better than in the streets. Writing to Francis, the physician to Cardinal Wolsey, Erasmus describes the filthy state of the dwelling-houses. The floors, he says, were commonly of clay and were strewn with rushes, beneath which lay, unmolested for years together, an ancient collection of spittle, beer, decayed fish and other refuse even nmore disgusting.' Filthy streets, overcrowded houses, decaying refuse in the livingrooums; these are the conditions that make artificial feeding impossible. Further, we must remember that the virtue of boiling their cow's milk was not only unknown among all classes, but was even denied by the faculty. Popular prejudice indeed held that boiled iilk was actually injurious a belief that had not been eradicated even in our own generation. To complete the picture we must add that bodily cleanliness was the lot of few babies, even of the highest in the land.2 Parents who rarely if ever took a bath were not likely to attach much importance to washing their children; besides, what nurse could be bothered to unswaddle a babe--stays, swathes, rollers, fillets and bands every time it needed attention ?
STUART METHOI)S (SEVENTEEN-TH CENTTURY).
Although introducing milanyi comnforts and improvements in their doml-estic life, our Stuart ancestors appear to have shown little or no originality in dealing with their children. The daily life of their infants was still regulated by the old traditions. Even comlmlon-sense was not allowed a hearing. So soon as a child was born thex duly salted its body (in accordance with the venerable teaching of Galen), and, by tight bandaging, crushed its head into a fairer shape than Nature commonly favours in the early days of life. Next they bound it round and round in swaddling-clothes, lest, so they feared, by leaving it any freedom-l its bones might grow awry or its body colmie in pieces.
'"Tum sola fere sunt argilla, tum scirpis palustribus, qui subinde sic renovantur, ut fundamentum maneat aliquoties annos viginti, sub se fovens sputa, vomitus, inictum canum et hominum, projectam cervisiam, et piscium reliquias, aliasque sordes noni nominlandas." (Quoted in " Early English MIeals and Mlanners," edited for the Early English Tract Society by F. J. Furnivall.) 2 In this connexion the following case recorded in Harris's " De Morbis Acutis Infantum," is interesting, even though it dates from a century later:-" Observatio III. Unicus Filius Illustrissimi Comitis Pembrokiensis, septemdecim septimanas natus, Torminibus ventris, dejectionibus Viridibus, Aphthis, Inquietudine perpetua, nec non subsultibus membrorumn cerebr6 recurrentibus, iincipiente Februario, laborabat. Aures, quibus madidus quidam humor (pro more infantum) copiose effluere solebat." The parenthesis speaks volumes. This easy belief that the eczema which comes behind unwashed ears is a natural attribute of the young died hard. As late as 1783 we are told that " in most infants, sooner or later, there is a discharge from behind the ears, whichl at first oozes out in the form of a sweat."
The only exercise they allowed it was a few minutes dandling in the air every day. When months later they at last set it free from its trammels they busied themselves in thwarting its natural development in other directions. If it attempted to master the difficult problem of balancing itself on its legs they thrust it up to its armpits into a go-cart.' No sooner had it emancipated itself from this encumbrance and begun to enjoy the delights of walking unaided than they hitched it by its shoulders to a pair of leading-strings. At every stage their idea seems to have been to go one better than Nature.
Infan?t Mortality under Charles II.
Fortunately in matters of feeding necessity still kept a firm-hand on them. The old method happened to be the method of Nature and they tried no experiments. The mother and the wet-nurse reinained the only alternatives. With unclean houses and insanitary towns hand-feeding was still a deadly undertaking, and therefore the possibilities of artificial methods were hidden from them.
Indeed if their sanitation had altered at all since the previous century the change had not been for the better. The London of Charles II until after the Great Fire was practically the London of Elizabeth. Still the evil surroundings of the dwelling-houses, the heaps of filth up and down the streets and the laystalls piled with muck without the gates. In one respect, however, the City had become more unhealthy. In spite of the ravages of disease-sweatingsickness, plague and smiiall-pox-the population had grown denser than ever. Elizabeth, as we have seen, set herself against the building of new houses, and her efforts were renewed in turn by Jaines I, Charles I, and Cromwell. Between 1583 and 1661 continual though not always successful efforts were miade to this end. Long ago crowded to suffocation, the inhabitants could now be held back no longer. Bursting out from the City, they began to swarm along the river bank. Even here, however, they were pursued by the ineffectual prohibition of James I, but, as the outlying liberties were beyond the jurisdiction of the Mayor and Council, they built as they pleased in utter disregard of cleanliness and health. Thus it came about that four-fifths of the population of London were crowded into the alleys and courts of out-parishes such as Wapping, St. Olave's, Lambeth, Whitechapel and Spitalfields.
' Not, of course, the go-cart familiar to the present generation, but a walking-chair not unlike those sometimes used for patients whose legs are partially paralysed.
If the City itself was insanitary, these liberties and out-parishes were worse and the infants suffered proportionately. By the time of the Restoration the infant mortality had become terrible. Twofifths of the total deaths were of children under two years. In some years more than half the births were wiped out by infantile disease.
When a hot summer came and the stench of the offal rose up off the streets the children died like the flies that swarmed in the crowded tenements. We read how in each of the hot summers, 1669, 1670 and 1671, diarrhoea alone added 2,000 to the bills of mortality in eight, or ten weeks.' Even among the better classes infant life was hardly more secure. The occasional references to the subject that we find in private letters of the Stuart period show plainly enough that a mother expected almost as a matter of course to pay a heavy tribute from ainong her little ones. No doubt the boy-girl marriages that were the fashion implied a great ignorance on the part of the parents,2 but for the principal cause we must still look to the want of sanitation.
Suckling and Weaning. Accordingly we are not surprised that no mention is made of artificial feeding. Though John Peachey, who published his " General Treatise of the Diseases of Infants and Children" in 1697, devotes a special chapter to " dyet " in early infancy he has not a word to say on this aspect of it. Neither by direct statement nor by implication does he allow us to suppose that hand-feeding was even known to him. It is noticeable, however, that though the choice still lay between mother and wet-nurse, the latter was extending her sphere of activity.
Peachey gives some account of both these methods, but of practical details of any real value he has unfortunately few to offer. He warns his readers, as Faier did before him, to be careful in the choice of a wet-nurse; above all she "must be merry and cheerfull, and smile often to divert the Child." On the question of weaning he is more interesting and deserves to be heard, if only as the first author to give 'H. D. Traill and J. S. Mann, ' Social England," 1903, iv, p. 647. 2 The results of bad feeding were evidently not uncommon among the upper classes, if the following extract is any indication. It is from a letter to Harry Verney, in exile, from his wife who had returned to England to look to his affairs: " I must give thee some account of our babyes heare. For Jack his legs are most miserable, crooked as ever 1 saw any child's, and yett thank god he goes strongly, and is very strayte in his body, as any child can bee; and is a very fine child all but his legges."-" Memoirs of the Verney Family." 1I8 at SAGE Publications on June 21, 2016 jrs.sagepub.com Downloaded from prominence to this 'topic. Following his example, almost every medical writer since his day has dealt with it more or less prominently. He begins by stating that a vigorous child is able to leave the breast earlier than a weak one and therefore that there is no fixed time for weaning. On an average, however, a child should "suck a year and a half to two years." Already, therefore, the period of breast-feeding is being shortened and the maternal responsibility lightened. Age, however, is not the most important factor. The~chief consideration is the teeth. " The Child must.not be weaned before it has all its Teeth." This was to be the golden rule. At the present day of course no one could be found to subscribe to it. Even as a seventeenth century practice it is a little surprising when we remember that rickets with its notorious effect on teething had appeared in the West of England as a new disease scarcely fifty years before Peachey wrote. If he had any doubt himself it was, characteristically enough, not on this account, but in recalling an instance from the classics. Pliny, in his " Natural History," mentions one Marcus Curius Dentatus who was born with teeth. Such a child, as Peachey saw, might cause no little trouble to the perplexed physician who wished to conform to the rule.
Weaning by the Moon.
But even assuming a full complement of teeth, the weaning was not to be lightly undertaken. In the first place there were astrological influences to be consulted. Wise people held (and not without reason, says Peachey) that a child must not be weaned with the moon on the wane. Better to wait until the moon was increasing, and by preference the increase of the spring or autumn moon. Another difficulty was the dislike that a child who had suckled for so long showed to strange foods. To overcome this a homely, if nasty, remedy is recommended, namely, to smear the mother's nipples with wormwood or aloes.' If by this means the child, now two years old, was successfully prejudiced against the natural source of its nourishment, the choice of its artificial foods was easy enough. "Pape " and chicken broth should be the earliest additions, and not till later should bread, milk and " pulse boyled " be allowed. About the same time flesh " of easy digestion and good juice" might be given. With this, however, some difficulty in ' In the early nineteenth century they had found, in addition, that garlic or asafcetida was no more savoury to an infant's palate than wormwood. Best of all, however, was the ingenious plan of painting the nipple with ink or surrounding it with black wool. mastication must be anticipated. Here again Peachey is ready with homely advice. The meat, he recommends, should be " first chew'd by the Nurse."
Weaning and Teething.
These were the methods of 1697. The only item that need be emphasized is Peachey's reference to the teeth in connexion with weaning. Here for the first time we find it laid down that the period of suckling is to be reckoned in terms of milk-teeth. Doubtless the old writers, no less than the modern, met with some difficulty in providing a reason, other than empiric, for setting a precise limit to this period. If eighteen months, why not twenty-four? If nine, why not twelve? While we to-day insist on nine months as a full allowance, they recommended two years; yet it is not very clear how far reason is on the side of either of us. To John Peachey, however, the custom of his day would not unnaturally suggest its own explanation. Children were then kept at the breast for a couple of years, and he knew, of course, that they spent the same time in cutting their milk-teeth. What more likely than that he should associate the two facts'? Until the child had all its teeth its mouth was not properly equipped for chewing, and until Nature had provided a full complement she could hardly intend solid meats to be taken. Two years, therefore, would seem the natural limit.'
This point deserves to be noted because the principle here laid down by Peachey (or, quite possibly adopted by him from others) became generally accepted, and for the next two hundred and fifty years is given prominence by successive generations of writers. Yet passing through many hands and gradually transformed by popular custom, it emerges in the early nineteenth century as teaching the necessity of weaning when the first teeth in each jaw have been cut, that is to say, about the seventh to the ninth month. A few years later the mention of the teeth is omitted altogether, but the period seven to nine mo4ths is retained, and is copied from book to book until the present day.
In this connexion it is interesting to recall that in the Bills of Mortality children under 2 years were grouped in a separate class. When the bills were superseded by the Registrar-General's Reports the custom was preserved. Why this distinction was drawn in the first place has never been explained, so far as I can find. Children under 2 years, however, are precisely the children who are teething. May not this have been the explanation? Teething used to be looked on as the most important feature of early life-the process was obvious to the most casual observer-and we know that for many centuries it has been credited with half the catalogue of infantile maladies. Peachey, therefore, in choosing it as the basis of his feeding, was only adopting a popular belief.
GEORGIAN METHODS (EIGHTEENTH CENTURY).
The medical practitioner of the early eighteenth century, whether physician, apothecary or barber-surgeon, filled any but a distinguished place in the history of his profession. Bringing to his work more superstition than knowledge, and more credulity than experience, he was hardly one to seek, still less to effect, any material improvement in the methods of his day. In point of fact, we have to wait until near the end of the century before we see the first faint light of intelligent scientific inquiry turned in the direction of infant feeding. About this time, however, there was an awakening from which began the slow development of the subject which has led to our present-day ideas and methods.
Even early in the century, however, and without waiting for professional guidance, changes were in progress among the people. In the main a continuation of those we have traced in the seventeenth century, they tended still further to supplant the mother by the wetnurse. Before long this tendency is carried to its next stage. If the mother could be dispensed with, why not the wet-nurse ? Why not avoid the inconvenience inseparable from these women by employing some food other than human milk? Artificial feeding, we now find, gains a recognized place, at first side by side with breast-feeding, later as its substitute.
To begin with we have to note a still further curtailment of the period of suckling. Tradition died hard in this connexion, and it is amusing to read how timorously the old beliefs were assailed. The number of the milk-teeth remains the criterion, but now a child need not wait for a complete set. If it has " almost all " its teeth it may be weaned. The anonymous "Eminent Physician" of 1729, who ventures, even thus circumspectly, to improve on old Peachey's dictum, seems a little uneasy at his temerity and adds, as saving clauses, "a stomach for solid Food and good Health." Given these three points a child may now be weaned at eighteen to twenty months. Since Peachey had advised eighteen to twenty-four months, the cautiousness of the change is apparent. Indeed, still further to guard himself, the eminent physician warns his readers that if the child has not cut his teeth even at the end of the two years, and is nevertheless weaned, " he will run a great risque of his Life."
TVater-Pap and Mixed Feedinzg.
It is pretty clear, however, that this concession did not go far enough to satisfy popular demands. If breast-feeding was to remain so lengthy a business, then let it be supplemented in the later months at any rate by other food. Milk of some sort might be available, but it usually set up serious illness; and besides, while any doubt remained on the point, what mother would risk giving her child a dewlap or a goat's beard? And yet with cow's milk ruled out little choice was left. By the middle of the century, however, the difficulty had been solved, for in 1756, we read that " when a Child sucks, it is usual to feed it with nothing but Water-Pap, that is, Bread and Water boil'd together."
Even when no breast-milk was available, the objections to cow's milk were so general that mothers gave it unwillingly--" nay, some give their children Water-Pap only." The combination of breast-milk and water-pap became the popular practice. It was not only relatively safe, but it freed the mother. A few years later the fashion had extended and children were then given water-pap as soon as they had bred their first tooth. The breast was not withdrawn altogether until the child was two years old, but for most of this time the mixed feeding was followed. On the whole the practice was probably not unsuccessful. Certainly it protected a child from imany grave dangers.
Some authorities, however, took exception to bread and, in place of ,of it, recommended a pap made of "baked flower." The baking was held to be an important procedure. Without it the flour " will produce a crude Chyle, a great deal of which not being changed into Blood, the less serous part goes to the kidneys, where stopping, it grows thick and turns to Stone or Gravel." We to-day. still insist on baking our flour, but we have forgotten why it was originally enjoined.
Sugar, Turtle-doves and Beer.
These two artificial foods, bread and flour, evidently supplied a longfelt want and proved so successful that others were pressed into use. Weak broth or beef-tea might be given with the first milk-teeth; with the second the wing of a boiled chicken, minced. More noteworthy still, a sweetening agent was for the first time accepted as a health-giving ingredient of an infant's diet. Lisbon sugar, so the authorities held, might be added to a thin panada of bread boiled in soft water. We can imagine how this new delicacy suited the palates of a young generation who had experience of nothing more savoury than bread-and-water pap. Many of the older generation, however, discountenanced these innovations, if we may judge by the opinion of Mr. Nelson, a worthy apothecary of the time who wrote on children. "What is more common," he deinands with a profusion of capitals that seems to reveal his choler, "than to give young Children Lumps of Sugar to eat, yet what more erroneous ? Every Day's Experience shows us how wrong the Practice is: it vitiates their Taste; creates in them an unconquerable Fondness, for it, even to a Degree of Vulgarity; and manifestly clogs their Stomachs." We need not doubt that his opinion was an hoiaest one, for he probably stocked Lisbon sugar among his drugs. But what, we may ask, has the modern physiologist, with views on the importance of carbohydrates to growing tissues, to say to the vulgarity of the habit ?
Warnings such as this could'not check the growing customs. The widening choice of food during the first months of life led to a freer and even fanciful selection for children after weaning. In addition to water-pap, panada and broth they now began to have French bread, Uxbridge rolls and even hashed flesh, provided it came from a delicate animal. Recommended as particularly suitable for newly weaned infants we find turtle-doves, larks, thrushes and ortolans. Strangest of all, however, in our modern eyes are the views of the period on alcohol for babies. " Let Children," we read, " after the first year, wash down their victuals with light clear Small-beer." This, too, from our conservative apothecary. On this topic, however, he was voicing the opinion of the majority. Dr. Underwood, a capable and enlightened observer whose work we shall consider later, advised a little red wine for children when they began to walk. It prevented the rickets. Struve, a German writer on children, well known in his time, is approvingly quoted (as late as 1827) as recommending the following after weaning: two or three beaten egg-yolks stirred into a quart of beer, boiled and sweetened " of this the child may take small portions several times a day."
The Wet-nurse: Her Zenith and Decline.
Side by side with these changes by which the mother was placed still further in the background, the employment of wet-nurses was extending. Some of the old superstitions had crumpled away, but many still flourished. Among the latter, for example, was the ancient belief in the transmission of qualities of temperament from nurse to child. In solemn proof whereof we are given the story of the Queen of France who, solicitous of the welfare of her infant, devoted both time and energy 'The same belief was, perhaps, responsible for the old custom of choosing a Welsh wetnurse for each Prince of Wales. The custom is said to have survived until the time of Charles I.
-to suckle him herself. One day, however, she surprised a great lady of -the court giving the babe her breast. Horrified and indignant, the -Queen thrust her finger down the child's throat, and he, perceiving (so it .almost seemed) the danger to which he had so rashly exposed himself, rid his stomach of the illicit meal, thus preserving his royal humours -from contamination with merely aristocratic virtues and providing an ,object-lesson to all and sundry of lower degree who might look too lightly -on wet-nursing.
Unfortunately as the demand for wet-nurses increased a serious evil followed in its wake. When a woman of the lower classes was hired to look after a lady's child, her own infant of course was deprived of its natuiral food. Being herself unable to afford the services of a wet-nurse, her luckless child was dependent on hand-feeding alone. Before long its life was probably sacrificed. These deaths became very numerous, but were little heeded until two philanthropic medical men 1 urged the matter on the attention of " families of wealth and rank" in order to *obtain funds to open an institution where the children of wet-nurses could be looked after. Though an excellent idea, it touched only one aspect of the evil. During the eighteenth century it became the fashion to choose as nurses the mothers of illegitimate children, especially those who had fallen for the first time. Such women were generally young and active, and there were no troublesome husbands to come demanding their wives at inconvenient hours. Now a wet-nurse could ask good wages-better than that of a domestic servant-her work was light, and her surroundings pleasant. Small wonder therefore that unmarried girls began to look on the position as one worth securing. If only they had an illegitimate child the calling was open to them; and the childwell, put out to a baby-farmer it need not be a burden for long. Thus the scandal grew, for it suited the convenience of everybody concerned. Not for many years was anybody found courageous enough to expose it, and by that time the evil had developed a step further. The women had learned that the quickest and simplest way out of their difficulty was to arrange for their infants to swell the numnber of the stillborn.
The palmiest days of the wet-nurses were probably reached about the end of the eighteenth or beginning of the nineteenth century. In every town they were in demand. There were well-recognized channels for placing hirer and vendor in communication, and the rates of pay were settled on a liberal basis. In London if you wanted a nurse you applied Dr. Denman and Dr. Croft. to a lying-in hospital or, better still, to one of the fashionable accoucheurs, each of whom kept his " nurse-book" in which he entered the names of the women who came to him seeking employment. In the provinces the majority of the practitioners acted in the same way as mediums, each keeping a list for the convenience of his patients. If, however, none of these means was available you would probably advertise in a public paper or, failing this, apply to a parochial infirmary.
Hiring was usually arranged by the quarter or by the year. Ten guineas was the fee for one quarter, sixteen for two, and twenty-five for a year. If the nurse had to provide her own tea and sugar she expected two guineas a year extra. These long engagements were not entirely satisfactory, for a wet-nurse often made herself a nuisance in the house. At a somewhat later period therefore quarterly hiring became less customary, and the women were then usually engaged by the week at ten to twelve shillings, tea and sugar included.
In order to conclude this subject we may anticipate a little to point out that in the nineteenth century, when the methods of artificial feeding became safer, the wet-nurse found a damaging competitor in the sucking-bottle. The latter was by no means free fromn risk, but against this had to be placed the domestic discomfort and unpleasantness associated with women who were often neither moral, clean, nor temperate. During the last fifty years the bottle has gradually prevailed, and the calling of the wet-nurse has now dwindled alnmost to extinction.
The Dawn of Scientific Methods.
From the foregoing account we see that though still far from satisfactory, the methods during the greater part of the eighteenth century were an advance on those of the seventeeth century. The most important point is that artificial feeding of a sort had now come into accepted use. For long, however, it was hampered by muany practical difficulties (not the least of which was the want of an efficient feedingbottle) and by an almost complete ignorance of the elementary principles on which it must be founded. By the end of the century we encounter, with no little relief, the first intelligent attempt to place the subject on a scientific footing. Dr. Michael Underwood, the author of a book,' very well known in its day, on diseases of children, though still largely bound by traditional views, endeavoured in more than one direction to shake ' His book, "A Treatise on the Diseases of Children," in three volumes, was evidently appreciated, for it reached a fourth edition in 1799 and a tenth edition in 1847. himself free from the prejudices of his time. He is all in favour of breast-feeding, but realizes the necessity of artificial methods, and strives to find some sound basis on which to place it. Milk, he holds, is the most proper food, and he wonders " how the custoimi of stuffing newborn infants with bread could becomue so universal." Recognizing the importance of choosing that particular animal milk that most nearly resembles breast iilk, he analyses the latter and compares its chemical composition with that of the milk of various animals. The results lhe sets out in tabular form, and concludes that cow's milk is best suited to average children but recomnmends ass's milk for tender infants or when cow's mlilk sets up purging.
With a curiously clear-sighted perception of the real cause of failure in hand-feeding, he urges that the milk should first be boiled, and he suggests the use of barley-water as a diluent. The old-timiie and pri'itive feeding utensils 1 met with only qualified approval, and h-e attenmpts to popularize a special " infant-feeding-pot " wlhicll had recently been invented. Finally he realizes that if artificial feediing is to become generally adopted some guidance will be needed with regard to the frequency of the feeds. Here, however, he seems to feel the need of a longer experience than was available at his tim--e, and while raising this imnportant point he abstains from formulating any hardand-fast rules. When treating of the choice of foods in later infancy he shoNws a similarly progressive spirit. Rice was then a new and little used commodity in England, but he quickly appreciated its value to children. Similarly tapioca, from the Brazils, and seimolina receive from hiimi their first mention by a nledical writer as suitable for infants. With regard to breast-feeding, nothing much that was original could be said, but he curtails still further the period of suckling, holding, though without giving any reason, that twelve months is the proper time. He cannot, however, omit the inevitable proviso as to the teeth; four at least must be cut before the breast is giveni up. He also nlotes the invention of a nipple-shield, " a new contrivance," recommllllended for the same purpose then as now. 
VICTORIAN METHODS-NINETEENTH CENTURY.
Advancing on the lines that had guided it in the last fifty years, infant feeding during the nineteenth century showed at least three notable developments. The first in importance, though not in time, was the final acceptance, after long struggles, of the principle of artificial feeding. The second was the denmand for special foods suitable for infants, a need the comm-iercial value of which was quickly recognized, and led to the growth of an enormous trade in proprietary foods. The third was the invention of a simple vessel or sucking-bottle from which a child could take its food in a natural manner. Each of these developinents will be considered in turn, but we must first trace the changes in the practice of breast-feeding.
Breast-feeding.
We learn that in 1802 four different miethods of feeding were recognized: (1) Suckling by the mother; (2) suckling by a wet-nurse;
(3) feeding with animal-milk; (4) feeding with bread and water (i.e., pap). Of these the first remained the method of choice. No one, however, appears to have nade any observations on the quantity of milk secreted by wvomen or the amount needed by infants. Consequently a silence is still preserved on all practical points dealing with breastfeeding. To make up for this the horizon is kept filled with the question of weaning. At last, however, the belief that the matter was to be settled by counting the milk-teeth was beginning to be shaken. The object-lesson of Marcus Curius Dentatus was taken to heart and the reformers began seeking out other difficult cases. LIouis XIV of France was born with a couple of teeth, so was Richard III of England.' And did not Polydore Vergil inention a newborn child with six teeth ? How would the rule of weaning apply to them ? Then there was the apothecary's son whom Lanzoni knew, and he was several years old before he cut any tooth at all. The boy would never have been weaned.
Tphe proper age for weaning being a physiological consideration of no small importance every author is ready with his advice-usually ' Shakespeare had evidently heard of this curiosity, for he makes the young Duke of York say of Richard III.:
"Marry, they say my uncle grew so fast That he could gnaw a crust at two hours old." Richard III, Act. ii, sc. 4. A-5 more dogmatic than reasoned-and yet strangely enough no two authorities agree. Let us look at the expert opinion of the century. The following summary of the views of the leading writers shows it at a glance 1802 Wean at 6 to 8 months, provided four teeth are cut. 1825 ,, at 8 to 10 months for a vigorous child, later if puny. 1826 ,, at 11 to 12 months, but not unless several teeth are cut. 1827 ,, after four incisors have been cut. 1840 ,, at 9 months on an average. 1842
,, at 7 to 12 months. 1847
,, according to the teeth. When canines appear mo're food needed.
1853
,, at 9 months, but remember teeth have a meaning. 1868 ,, at 12 months in ordinary cases. 1886
,, at 8 months. 1897 ,, at 9 to 12 moniths.
Oscillating this way and that, the period seems to have been determined by no better reason than the personal bias of the writer. Indeed, the century ends without any scientific inquiry to settle, once and for all, the physiological conditions which, in any given case, imiake breastfeeding no longer desirable. Perhaps this oliission is to be explained by the fact that, as we shall now learn, the interest of the nineteentl century was absorbed almost entirely by artificial feeding.
Artificial Feedinzg.
In the opening years of the century mixed feeding was in general use. A variety of messes was recommended for breast-fed children a few weeks old. Water-pap still figures prominently, while oatmeal, rice, or barley boiled in cow's milk is given at the end of the first month. Herb-tea made of cowslips or star-of-anise and milk is an excellent substitute for pap. The German custom of administering a good beersoup as soon as the first incisors show themselves is approved of. Whether the infants of the period appreciated these dietetic experiments we cannot now tell, but we feel no surprise at the contemporary mnention of a " three-imonths' belly-ache " that was prevalent among children of that age, or of the " weaning-sickness " that lay in wait for the breast-fed infants.
The authoritative opinion that saw nothing wrong in allowing the youngest infants to feed on boiled rice and beer was hardly likely to be any less heroic with older children. Accordingly we find that at six months they were to be introduced to puddings, and at eight months to flesh meat. Fortunately these crude methods led before long to a, Section for the Study of Disease in Chtildren reaction. By 1825 it had become recognized by many that for the first five or six months at any rate mixed feeding should be avoided, and the breast alone given. In spite of this conclusion, however, artificial feeding continued to develop, though the obstacles in its way were for a long time serious. Let us turn aside for a moment to look at the condition of the infant population during the period when this method was passing through its chief difficulties, that. is, between 1750 and 1850.
Infant Life, 1750-1850.
Infant feeding and infant mortality are so closely bound up with each other that the bygone records of infant deaths should throw some light on our subject. The official records, however, are not of much use to us. Based on the returns made by the Company of Parish Clerks of London those bills of mortality include the births only of those infants who were christened; the children of Quakers and Dissenters were not counted. Similarly the number of infant deaths could hardly have been inclusive, for not all would coine to the knowledge of the parish clerks.' We may note, however, that the deaths under two years " within the Bills " formed a considerable proportion of the christenings. For more direct information we must turn to the occasional contemporary estimations of the relative effects of breastand hand-feeding, or to the mortality in foundling hospitals where hand-feeding was customary. Among the former we may select the three following estimations made respectively about the beginning, middle, and end of the period 1750-1850. Sir Hans Sloane, in a letter to the Vice-President of the Foundling Hospital, stated that the mortality among dry-nursed infants was nearly thrice as heavy as* among children who were suckled (53 9 per cent. to 19'2 per cent.). In the early part of the nineteenth century hand-feeding, we are told, was fatal in London to at least seven out of eight children. Later still, Marshall Hall, " who 'The parish clerk depended for his information not on any system of compulsory notification, but on the parish " searchers." These were generally a couple of women whose business was to go up and down the parish finding out, as best they could, who was dead or likely to die. Their official curiosity, however, could, as a rule, be successfully allayed by a. moderate bribe.
Forsyth: History of Enfant Feeding made a point of ascertaining the mortality among dry-nursed children," stated that it amounted to seven in ten.Î n the British Lying-in Hospital during the concluding years of the eighteenth century the rule was made that the patients should suckle their own children. As a result the infant mortality fell to 60 per cent. of that in the preceding forty years.
The foundling hospitals, with their hand-fed babies, showed a truly appalling mortality. Though no contemporary records of the hospital in London appear to have been published, the figures from other large cities are sufficiently suggestive. Take the Paris Foundling Hospital, for exam-iple. During the years 1771-77 the number of children admitted was 31,951, of whom 25,476 (80 per cent.) died before the end of their first year. Into the same hospital during the three years 1820-22 15,104 infants were received, of whom-7,601 died under one year. Such a harvest of death would almost suggest that hand-feeding ravaged like a pestilence, but the figures pale before those of the Dublin Foundling Hospital. Of 10,272 children admitted to the infirmary at Dublin during the twenty-one years, 1775-96, only forty-five survived-that is, 99,6 per cent. died.
Although, of course, it would be unwise to attribute these deaths directly to hand-feeding alone,' they do at any rate give some explanation why artificial feeding was regarded with so much suspicion and made such slow headway. That the hospital authorities themselves appreciated the deadly effects of the method is shown by the arrangements they made in London to send their children to wet-nuises in the country.2
In one of the French hospitals when wet-nursing was introduced the mortality fell very considerably. The French critic of the time, however, had ample excuse for the miordant inscription he wanted to place over the doors of these hospitals-" Ici on fait mourir les enfans." Malthus, in this country, expressed the same feeling when he wrote that there was no better means of stopping the growth of population than by multiplying the institutions where the newborn are received. I We mav mention, however, that the heading " Death from Want of Breast Milk " still retained in the Registrar-General's Reports was originally intended for the mortality in foundling hospitals.
2 Other and no less deadly dangers awaited them in the country, where the hired nurse often gave no more than she need in return for bhr money. Jonas Hanway, in his " Plea for
Mercy to the Children of the Poor," after mentioning that not more than one in seventy of the children entrusted to the Parish ever grow up, speaks of a memorandum he met with in the books of a certain parish in which, against the names of some of the nurses, was the comment "1 excellent killing nurse." 1 Cowv-horn to Feeding-bottle.
Returning now to the methods of artificial feeding, we find that no small share of the responsibility of their failure must be laid on the want of suitable feeding utensils. Ordinary household cups and spoons were ill-adapted for this special purpose. A vessel was needed from which a child could take its food by the natural act of sucking.
The bucolic ingenuity which appreciated the part a cow played in providing the food would turn, naturally enough, to the same pastoral source for the vessel wherein to serve the milk. A cow-horn with its tapering end seemed to suggest a not unpromising vessel. It was easily obtained, cost little, and its size and shape were convenient. It was durable, and with a minimum of labour could be fitted to its novel purpose.
A cow-horn, then, was the orgininal sucking-bottle. The earliest account of it that I have found is in 1783.' From this we learn that it was taken from a calf or small cow and held about a gill and a half; it was scraped and polished and its tip perforated; to a notch cut round the smaller end were tied two small pieces of parchment or leather " shaped like the tip of tie finger of a glove and sewed together in such a manner as that the food passed into the horn can be sucked through between the stitches. " Primitive to a degree, the horn was nevertheless regarded as a highly ingenious invention. Dr. William Heberden specially praised it for its twofold usefulness in preventing children from taking too much food (this point no one is likely to dispute) and in imitating Nature-"the child might suck from it as from a breast." What accumulations of soured and decomposing milk would collect in the horn and between the stitches of the teat we can but guess, though we read without surprise that any child brought up on it " is in danger of falling into the watery gripes."
Before long a glass bottle was introduced, " similarly shaped and used for a like purpose" as the horn. This, the first glass feedingbottle, dates from the opening years of the nineteenth century, and it is not without interest to recall that the subsequent improvements have I The earliest mention of a " sukingbottle " (improbably one for infants) appears to be in the seventeenth century, when Master Marmaduke Rawdon burnt his mouth playing with fireworks. " His mouthe was soe burnt up that his mother was in great care how to feede him, but he hearinge hir in that perplexitie, made signes for a sukingbottle " (Memoirs of Marmaduke Rawdon, Camden Society, quoted in " Home Life under the Stuarts," by E. Godfrey, 1903, p. 27). conformed more or less closely to the original shape, and therefore that the modern bottle owes its form to the original cow-horn.
Pap-boat and Pap-spoon. For children who, for one reason and another, had no horn there were the "pap-boat" and the "pap-spoon." The former, not unlike a modern sauce-boat, but smaller and without a handle, was made in crockery-ware, pewter, or silver. Used more especially for the thicker foods, such as pap or panada, it was held directly to the child's lips. The pap-spoon, also adapted for semi-solid foods, consisted of a handle with a long narrow bowl roofed over by a hinged-lid except near the tip, where a more or less semi-circular opening allowed the contents to be poured into the child's mouth. It was generally made of pewter, but for the well-to-do of silver, a luxury which is responsible for the popular reference to a child being born with a silver spoon in its mouth.'
Of the three-horn, boat, and spoon-the two latter appear to have most commended themselves. Even the improved glass " horn " enjoyed only a limited popularity, partly, no doubt, on account of its unsatisfactory teat.2 The next step was an attempt io combine the advantages of a sauce-boat with the convenience of a sucking-teat. The new vessel was known as the " infant-feeding-pot."3 It had "' the shape of an Argyle or gravy-pot with a long spout rising from the bottom, and pierced only with a few small holes at the end, which is to be covered with a piece of vellum, washing leather, or parchment; which, being left loose a little way over the spout, is soft and pleasant to the infant's nmouth."
This pot was, perhaps, an improvement on the horn, but the teat remained as primitive as before. Parchment and leather were hardly cleanly, and, of course, as soon as the child began to suck, the teat collapsed. To overcomne this it was filled with a piece of sponge, thus adding yet another breeding-ground for germs. The result was still far from ideal, and in 1826 they turned for help once again to the cow. A heifer's teat was pressed into service, and this " prepared in the best possible imianner by those who understand the art," soon acquired an The reader who is interested in these old-time utensils may care to know that the ollection-in the Victoria and Albert Museum, South Kensington, includes two pewter papboats and a pap-spoon. extensive popularity which lasted well within the memory of the present generation.1 Like its parchynent predecessor, the heifer's teat was tied to the bottle with thread and was stuffed out with the indispensable piece of sponge. Of a not very durable nature, it was usually kept in spirit, and by this means its life was prolonged until it putrefied (a result which we are told was invariable) and the child was no longer willing to accept it between its lips.
No further improvements are recorded until the mniddle of the century, when two or three slightly specialized bottles were invented-Elam's, Maw's, and Cooper's. The old and unsatisfactory teats, however, were still retained, though much ingenuity was spent in devising something better. Decalcified bone teats, wooden teats, india-rubber teats (not popular on account of their " repulsive taste and smell "), and even metal teats, were tried in turn, but parchment and leather still held their own alongside the heifer's teat.
Biberon and Iamnna.
In the year of the Great Exhibition, however, quite a new style of feeding-bottle (no longer " sucking-bottle "), on an improved principle, camie over from Paris.2 Though in our eyes elaborate things of valves and spiral tubes, these "biberons," as they were called, marked a notable advance. The invention was hailed with enthusiasm, the Lancet declaring they had "seldom seen anything more beautiful." The bottles were of glass with cork nipples. Air was admitted by delicate spiral tubes, and the flow was regulated by ivory pins fitting into openings at the opposite end. We may doubt whether the advantages of the biberon were appreciated by the average unintelligent nurse. At any rate, a demand for something simlpler seems to have existed, and in 1869 a medical man devised a new form.3 Shaped somewhat like a pear, it was fitted at its broader end to receive a large, hemispherical rubber cap elevated at its centre as a teat. From the latter a bent glass tube ran to the interior of the bottle. The tapering end was provided with a rubber valve, " like that of the mitral of the heart." Explaining that the cap was intended to deceive the child by its resemblance to the mother's breast, the inventor gave his contrivance the name of " mamma."
' Like most of the accessories of infant feeding, these teats were customarily stocked by the medical practitioners.
The invention of a M. Darbo. 3Dr. C. H. F. Routh. An advantage claimiied for it was that it m-light " be worn by the femlale in the position of the breast," and thus ensconced, would be kept warm " all night and day."
Biberon and lllammiilia alike have long ago fallen out of knowledge, but they both stood in the direct line of evolution of the modern bottle. The next stage, the " Alexandra" (" old-fashioned ") bottle was in many respects a retrogression, for it elaborated the internal tube of the mamma and prolonged the nipple as a flexible tube. But wlhen at last the necessity of cleanliness was understood, all tubes were thrown aside, the large cap of the maimma was changed to the slm-all rubber teat (hollow but elastic to retain its shape), and at the opposite end a simlple rubber valve was retained. The bottle itself reverted to (a shape muore like the old cow-horn.
To complete this account of the evolution of the feeding-bottle, let us add that, like mlost innovations, it came into use in spite of the opposition of the many who, because it dispensed with the mother, held it to be essentially bad. Little more than thirty years ago -% e find a contributor to one of the miiedical papers writing of the feeding-bottle as " one of the lulost injurious and pernicious introductions of m-lodern times." No doubt the objections that can be raised against it are miany, but in time they will pass away. To-day, at any rate, the bottle has become an indispensable adjunct to infant feeding.
London Mlilk in 1850. With horns anid feeding-bottles available for every child cow's im-ilk received an increasing anmount of attention, but from the beginning of the nineteenth century the risks inseparable from its use are still clearly reflected in the miiedical books on children. Thus in 1802 we are advised that if cow's niilk must be used the child should suck it directly froimi the animaal's teat. In 1840 Chavasse, the author of a widely read book on children, still mnaintains that the best substitute for breast-milk is water-pap. Even as late as 1876 another authority is found urging the direct sucking of a cow or ass rather than any formii of hand-feeding.
Such advice, almost fanciful in our ears, is readily enough explained. We must rememrber, on the one hand, that the objection to boiling nilk survived as a widespread prejudice until less than twenty years ago, and, on the other hand, that the almost incredibly foul condition of the milk supplies, in large towns is amply attested by contemporary writers. London, for exanmple, had spread so wide, and the means of rapidly conveying milk from the surrounding country were so defective, that the dairymen stalled their cattle in the crowded parts of the townthe parish of St. James's, Westminster, for example, contained fourteen cowhouses. The beasts were herded in underground cellars, dark, unventilated, and filthy with the wretched animals, full of disease, crowded almost to suffocation.
The Lancet appointed a sanitary commission to investigate the condition of these houses and -their inmates. The following description of a dairy in Clerkenwell records " by no means an exceptional ca-se": " Thirty to forty cows in a most disgusting condition, full of ulcers, their teats diseased and their legs full of tumours and abscesses-in fact, quite liorrible to look at, and a fellow was milking them in the midst of all this abomination." 1 In a pamphlet, " Observations on London Milk" (2nd ed., 1851), by Mr. Rugg, surgeon, the following passage occurs: " There is scarcely a cowshed one enters but some of the beasts will be found afflicted with the mange. I entered one under the Adelphi Arches where forty cows were kept, and every one of them had that disease; also another shed in the same locality where the poor beasts never saw the light of Heaven from year's end to year's end, the place being entirely lighted by gas, and the only ventilation that existed was by means of a small hole, not half a foot square, knocked out of the wall." Patent Foods. Naturally enough the need for some safer food than cow's milk was pressing. Numerous articles were tried. In addition to those previously mentioned we find sago-milk, arrowroot, salep,2 biscuits, " tops and bottoms," gum-arabic, manna-croup,. isinglass, and jellies. Some of these have remained in favour to the present day, but others enjoyed only a short vogue, their disappearance being hastened, no doubt, by the first proprietary foods, which were placed on the market about 1840. By supplying a genuine want these foods quickly passed into popular favour. The first preparation specially intended for infants was the so-called " tops and bottoms," which, though it had been in use from the early part of the century, did not become widely known until some years later, when it was specially manufactured by a London firm.4 ILancet, 1855, ii, P. 551. 2 A powder prepared from the roots of Orchis masculata, dissolved in hot water. sCoarse grains of ground bwheat used for soups, puddings, &c. 4At the suggestion of Dr. Golding, the founder of Charing Cross Hospital, who, realizing the great need among the poor for a cheap but safe food, induced Messrs. Robb and Co. to undertake the manufacture.
Before long other prepared foods were on sale. Hard's Farinaceous Food and Lemmon's Biscuit Powder were two of the earliest. In 1867 Justus von Liebig introduced a food in the preparation of which he adopted the principle of malting. " Liebig's Food for Infants " was a liquid consisting of mnilk and wheaten flour, to which were added malt (to convert the starch to grape-sugar) and a small quantity of bicarbonate of potash. It was sold ready for use (at about sixpence a quart), but to its disadvantage, fresh supplies were required daily. Though for this reason it could never come into extensive use, the principle of its preparation was good, and has survived in the many varieties of malted foods of the present day.
The next step was the introduction of concentrated, condensed or desiccated cow's milk. This improvement obviously gave a considerable impulse to the practice of artificial feeding, and this again to the manufacture of patent foods, so that by 1883 no fewer than twenty-seven brands could be obtained, most of them, however, enjoying only a short life.
The more recent developments of this branch of infant feeding are too well known to need any account here. Experience, however, has proved that the safest and most convenient form of food is that of a dry powder soluble in water. Modern preparations belong to one of two main classes. Some contain desiccated milk added to a carbohydrate; others a carbohydrate only, either malted, partly malted, or unmalted.
The Success of Artificial Feeding, 1850-1900. By the middle of the century we find the hand-fed child at last provided with a fairly satisfactory feeding-b.ottle,animal milk which was none too clean, and some choice in proprietary foods. Given these accessories the problem that now opened itself was how best to use them. Should the milk be diluted, and if so, to what extent? How much should go to a feed, and how often should a feed be given ? These were some of the questions that now presented themselves for solution. No one, however, possessed the necessary experience to answer them. One said, vaguely enough, that "the quantity must be regulated by the age of the child"; another discretely left it to the good sense of the parent; while a third frankly admitted that he could say nothing on the point. The most helpful guide at this time was, perhaps, Dr. Graham's book which appeared in 1853. Somewhat loosely, he times the feeds according to the " age and powers " of the child, suggesting three to four-hourly intervals at the third week, and recomnmending that attention should be paid to the temperature of the milk."' Becoming more practical, he fixes the size of a feed at 3 oz. to 4 oz. and, for dilution, advises one in three of cow's milk during the first ten days, equal parts until the end of the second month; and thereafter more milk than water. For five months only milk, water and sugar should be allowed: subsequently the addition of gum-arabic water is particularly good.
With all their brevity these directions are by far the most complete up to date, but they left hand-feeding still called on to fight every inch of its way. In 1862 it was in disrepute because, we are told, " it is in general so unsuccessful." Soon, however, its fortunes were to turn. In 1868 appeared a novel work, " The Wasting Diseases of Children," by Dr. Eustace Smith. By moderate and intelligent advocation he brought whole battalions to the support of hand-feeding. So rapidly did the practice gain ground that ten years later, in his third edition, he could write, " The practice of artificial feeding is denounced by some," that is to say, the majority had accepted it and the battle was won.
Somewhat amplifying the details given by his predecessors, Dr. Smith recommended two-hourly feeds throughout, with the addition of cream as well as sugar. Curiously enough, he insists that the milk must not be boiled. At this time, and indeed for nearly twenty years later, the popular belief held that raw milk was better for children than boiled.2 This attitude did much to retard the spread of handfeeding and explains the advice given, as we have seen, by at least one medical writer of thirty years ago, that for greater safety a child should suck direct from the udder of a cow or ass. However, as the prejudice died away and feeds were systematically boiled the risks became less, until, in 1884, Dr. Smith was able to write, " The successful rearing of an infant by artificial means is not a difficult matter."
The full significance of this statement must not be overlooked. It means, on the one hand, that the most important development in the whole history of infant feeding has been attained. But it implies much more than this. We read in it that the maternal breast is no longer essential to the infant, and that the physiological law which for untold ' Chavasse was the first to direct attention to this point in 1842. 2 In 1889 Dr. Cheadle, in his " Artificial Feeding of Infants " (lst ed.), urging the necessity of boiling milk, wrote that " nurses will fight against it, and mothers, perhaps, object, for there is a common prejudice against it." Nine out of ten children, he estimates, are given raw milk.
Forsyth: History of Infant Fleeding centuries had bound the whole mammalian kingdom has now been repealed by man's own ingenuity. Henceforth, the bond that Nature had set between the parent organism and its offspring had been loosened.
Meanwhile, with increasing experience, the practical details of handfeeding were being worked out. Observations on an extended scale were hardly possible until children's hospitals came into being. In the four years, 1866-69, no fewer than five of the leading children's hospitals in London were founded in quick succession, and among them was the Evelina. Here, in a large out-patient department, the opportunities for making a practical study of artificial feeding were hardly to be rivalled, and to one of its physicians belongs the distinction of placing our practice on its modern basis. Dr. Goodhart, in his " Diseases of Children" (4th ed., 1891), inserted a little table briefly summarizing a scheme of hand-feeding. It shows the hourly intervals between the feeds, the total number of feeds per diem, the size of each, and the total quantity per diem. This table proved of so much help that in a later edition it was elaborated, and for the first time full directions were given for the hand-feeding of infants of every age.
The cardinal factor on which this scheme is based is the age of the child-at so maany weeks so much milk, and so on. Readily ascertained and convenient in its application, this age-factor quickly gained acceptance as the best available criterion, and by the end of the century there was probably not a children's hospital nor a medical practitioner who had not adopted it in routine clinical work. Without doubt it served a useful end. By reducing all experimental observations to a common denominator it has been of invaluable help in systematizing our methods on the best available lines.
CONCLUSION. Perhaps the most significant fact that this history has brought out is the progressive decline in the period of suckling. Beginning in the fifteenth century at two to three years, it had decreased two hundred years later to a couple of years. Before the middle of the thirteenth century it lasted only eighteen to twenty months. In the next century it had become eleven to twelve months, and it stands now, at the beginning of the twentieth century, at no more than seven to nine months. Tracing it thus through more than four hundred years we cover a period of a dozen generations, in each of which the mothers gave or were able to give less time to suckling their offspring than in the last. This change, so gradual but so consistently in one direction, must betoken more than mnere passing fashion. It raises a question of the first importance. Does this shortening represent a physiolog,ical variation in our race which, still in progress, has yet to reach its goal ? If we answer this affirmatively (as, contrary to miy own preconceptions, I feel constrained to do by the logic of facts and time) we ml-ust admit that maternity is losing one of its chief functions. With the womnen of to-day feeding their infants only for as m--any trimesters as their ancestors did years, what pow-er f suckling will be left to the women of to-morrow and the day after.?
Maternal breast-feeding, however, has not only becoine shortened, it has become less frequent. At first wet-nursing took its place. This came into favour, had its day, and was overthrown by the sucking-bottle, but for the last century and a half artificial milethods have been forcing their way to the front, and have reached their widest popularity in the opening years of the twentieth century. Hand-feeding is alreadv so well understood that beyond all dispute an infant can be reared by it with perfect safety to its health. As its principles becomiie more extensively known (and efforts to this end are being ml-ade on every side) larger nuimibers of children will be reared by hand alone. The conclusion seeims forced on us that in timie this milethod is likely still further to supplant the miiethod of Nature.
Looking ahead, can we discern at all clearly the probable developments of artificial feeding ? Here and there we find indications that the basis of ag,e as a nmeasure of nutritional needs is already beconming worn out. Infants of one age are by no m--eanis necessarily of one size. Their weights vary, and the aml-ounts of nourishmllent their bodies require cannot be identical. In place of age a physiological basis will be looked for. We know that the largest share of a warmi-blooded animal's food is needed as energy to supply it with animal heat. With infants the same relation holds good, and before long the predoininant importance of this question of animal-heat is likely to be recognized.'
Another likely development already showing itself is in the use of foods other than ml-ilk. Human milk has long been increasingly supplanted by cow's milk. Cow's milk in its turn is meeting with the rivalry of patent foods. Nor is this altogether cause for surprise. Cow's milk is open to obvious and serious objections. It is easily contaminated. It is frequently diseased. It is both frequently and easily tampered with before it reaches the infant. These disadvantages I For a full discussion of this relation see " Children in Health and Disease," by David Forsyth, M.D., 1909. are not readily discovered, except by the harm they produce. At best cow's milk is variable in composition, bulky in transit, inconvenient to store, and soon loses its sweetness. Will it succeed in holding its own in spite of these objections ?
The patent foods, on the other hand, with which it has to contend are prepared by scientific methods that prevent the risk of contamination. They are never diseased, rarely tampered with, and usually are consistent in composition. Prepared in a concentrated, solid forrm, they are convenient in transit and storage, retain their freshness indefinitely, and are readily converted into a liquid such as an infant requires. On which side will popular opinion ultimately rest ?
On the whole the future of infant feeding would seem to lie with the artificial methods. At first encounter this conclusion can hardly be pleasant to those who, like myself, have consistently advocated the superiority of breast-feeding. It is a conclusion, moreover, which, once admitted, is bound to obtrude itself in our daily practice. If we are satisfied that a mother is able to provide facilities for artificial feeding and at the same time to avoid its risks we cannot decline to consider a method which has much in its favour. My own experience is that medical men, except when working among the poor, whose ignorance is a fatal objectioA, are inclined to regard the feeding-bottle with less disfavour than they used to feel when its risks were greater. In doing this they are displaying a practical appreciation of what historv proves to be the modern trend of infant feeding.
